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Abstract. Description Logics (DLs, for short) provide a logical recon-
struction of the so-called frame-based knowledge representation languages.

Originally, four-valued DLs have been proposed in order to develop ex-

pressively powerful DLs with tractable subsumption algorithms. Recently,
four-valued DLs have been proposed as a model for (multimedia) docu-

ment retrieval. In this context, the main reasoning task is instance check-

ing. Unfortunately, the known subsumption algorithms for four-valued
DLs, based on \structural" subsumption, do not work with respect to

the semantics proposed in the DL-based approach to document retrieval.
Moreover, they are unsuitable for solving the instance checking problem,

as this latter problem is more general than the subsumption problem.

We present an alternative decision procedure for four-valued DLs with
the aim to solve these problems. The decision procedure is a sequent cal-

culus for instance checking. Since in general the four-valued subsumption

problem can be reduced to the four-valued instance checking problem, we
obtain a decision procedure for the subsumption problem. Some related

complexity results will be presented.

1 Introduction

In the last decade a substantial amount of work has been carried out in the

context of Description Logics (DLs, for short), which provide a logical recon-

struction of the so-called frame-based knowledge representation languages, with

the aim of providing a simple well-established denotational semantics to cap-

ture the meaning of the most popular features of structured representation of

knowledge [20]. Concepts, roles and individuals are the basic building blocks of

these logics. Concepts are expressions which collect the properties, described by

means of roles, of a set of individuals. From a logical point of view, concepts can

be seen as unary predicates, whereas roles are interpreted as binary predicates.

Typically concepts are structured into a hierarchy, induced by the subsumption

relation and interpreted as set containment: a concept C subsumes a concept

D, i� the set of individuals denoted by the concept D is a subset of the set of

individuals denoted by C, i.e. in symbols D � C. It is a common opinion that

subsumption checking is an important reasoning task in DLs. This has motivated

a large body of research on the problem of subsumption checking in di�erent DLs

[3, 6, 13, 25, 27].



A DL knowledge base is a set of assertions. An assertion states either that an

individual a is an instance of a concept C, written C(a), or that two individuals

a and b are related by means of a role R, written R(a; b). The basic inference

task with knowledge bases is instance checking and amounts to verify whether

the individual a is an instance of the concept C with respect to the knowledge

base �, i.e. in symbols � j= C(a).

Originally, four-valued DLs have been proposed in order to develop expres-

sively powerful DLs with tractable subsumption [21, 22, 23]. It has been shown

that the four-valued subsumption relation captures an important subset of two-

valued subsumption relationships.

More recently, DLs and their four-valued versions have been proposed in the

area of (multimedia) Document Retrieval (DR, for short) [12, 17, 18, 19, 26].

In this context, a document base represents a collection of documents described

by means of a set of assertions �. A query is speci�ed by means of a concept

C describing the set of documents to be retrieved. The retrieval of a document

identi�ed by the individual d is determined by checking whether � j= C(d). Four-

valued DLs have been proposed as a DR model ful�lling two basic desiderata not

satis�ed by classical DLs: (i) since retrieval is de�ned as the task of retrieving

the documents that are relevant to the user's information need, the required

DL should enforce a notion of entailment in which premises need be relevant to

conclusions, and to a stronger extent than classical \material" logical implication

does; (ii) since the content representation of a collection of documents cannot

be considered as a consistent set of assertions an adequate DR model must be

capable of tolerating inconsistencies without loosing its deductive capabilities.

Four-valued DLs, which are mainly inspired on [2, 15], satisfy the above points

since they (i) inherit from Relevance Logic [1] a avour of \relevance" between

premises and conclusion and (ii) are paraconsistent and allow liberal reasoning

[28]. Liberal reasoning has been shown to be suitable for document retrieval

purposes [19].

E�ectively deciding whether � j= C(a) requires a calculus. The only known

decision procedures in the context of four-valued DLs are subsumption algo-

rithms. These algorithms perform, in an e�cient way, \structural" subsumption

[3] and are directly inspired on Levesque's algorithm for propositional tauto-

logical entailment [15]1. Unfortunately, they do not work with respect to the

semantics proposed in the DL-based DR model. Moreover, they are unsuitable

for solving the instance checking problem, as the instance checking problem is

a more general problem than the subsumption problem. In fact, in most DLs

the subsumption problem can easily reduced to the instance checking problem,

as D � C i� fD(a)g j= C(a) (where a is an individual) holds2 and there are

cases in which the instance checking problem belongs to a higher complexity

1 Let � and � be two propositional formulae in conjunctive normal form. Then �

tautological entails � i� for each conjunct �j of � there is a conjunct �i of � such
that �i � �j, where �i and �j are in clausal form. Tautological entailment between

two formulae � and � in conjunctive normal form can be veri�ed in time O(j�jj�j).
2 See [24] for those cases in which the reduction is not immediate.



class than the corresponding subsumption problem [7].

This paper presents an alternative decision procedure for four-valued DLs

with the aim to solve these problems. The decision procedure is a sequent cal-

culus for instance checking in four-valued DLs. Since generally the subsumption

problem in it can be easily reduced to the instance checking problem, we obtain

a decision procedure for subsumption checking for four-valued DLs.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. In the next section we will

briey recall syntax and two-valued semantics of ALC, a representative DL3. In

Section 3 we will give to it four-valued semantics, whereas Section 4 highlights

some properties of the logic. In Section 5 we will present a calculus for instance

checking for four-valued DLs and Section 6 presents some related complexity

results. Section 7 concludes.

2 A quick look to Description Logics

The building blocks of the language are primitive concepts (denoted by the letter

A), primitive roles (denoted by the letter R) and individuals (denoted by the

letter a and b). Complex concepts (C and D) are built out of primitive symbols

via the language constructors by means of the syntax rule:

C;D! AjC uDjC tDj:Cj8R:Cj9R:C

For example, the complex concept Orderu8Sender:CarVendor is obtained com-

bining the primitive concepts Order and CarVendor and the primitive role

Sender by the conjunction (u) and the universal quanti�cation (8) construc-

tors. An interpretation I consists of a domain �I (a non-empty set) and of a

function mapping a primitive concept into a subset of �I , mapping a primitive

role into a subset of �I � �I and mapping di�erent individuals into di�er-

ent elements of its domain �I . The interpretation of complex concepts is ob-

tained by appropriately combining the interpretation of their components, i.e.

(C uD)
I
= CI \ DI , (C tD)

I
= CI [ DI , (:C)

I
= �I n CI , (8R:C)

I
=

fd 2 �I : for all d0; if (d; d0) 2 RI then d0 2 CIg, and (9R:C)
I
= fd 2 �I :

for some d0; (d; d0) 2 RI and d0 2 CIg.

The subsumption relation between two concepts is de�ned in terms of set

containment: a concept C subsumes a concept D, written D �2 C, i� for all

interpretations I, DI � CI.

An assertion is of type C(a) or of type R(a; b), where C, R and a; b are a

concept, a role and two individuals, respectively. A primitive assertion (resp.

negated primitive assertion) is an assertion of type A(a) (resp. :A(a)). An inter-

pretation I satis�es an assertion C(a) just in case aI 2 CI, whereas I satis�es

an assertion R(a; b) whenever (aI ; bI) 2 RI . Given a set of assertions �, a con-

cept C and an individual a, then � entails C(a), written � j=2 C(a), i� every

interpretation satisfying all the assertions in � also satis�es C(a). It is easily

3 Although we restrict our attention to ALC, our framework can be applied to other

DLs as well.



veri�ed that in ALC, D �2 C i� fD(a)g j=2 C(a) (where a is an individual)

holds. Hence, subsumption can be reduced to instance checking in ALC. This

property holds for most DLs presented in the literature and in particular it will

hold for all DLs we will consider in this paper.

3 Four-valued Description Logics

The four-valued semantics for ALC is based on a four-valued semantics similar

as in [23], but we will also present a di�erent choice for the semantics of the (8)

constructor.

As usual, the four truth values are the elements of 2ft;fg, the powerset of

ft; fg, i.e. ft; fg, fg, ftg and ffg. These values are known as contradiction,

unknown, true and false, respectively. An interpretation I = (�I ; �I) consists

of a non empty set �I (the domain of I) and a function �I (the interpretation

function of I) such that (i) �I maps every concept into a function from �I to

2ft;fg; (ii) �I maps every role into a function from �I � �I to 2ft;fg; (iii) �I

maps every individual into an element of�I and (iv) aI 6= bI , if a 6= b. Given an

interpretation I, the positive extension of a concept C, written [[CI]]
+
, is de�ned

as the set fd 2 �I : t 2 CI(d)g, whereas the negative extension of a concept

C, written [[CI ]]
�
, is de�ned as the set fd 2 �I : f 2 CI(d)g. The positive

and negative extension of a role is de�ned similarly. It is easily veri�ed that a

two-valued interpretation is an interpretation I such that for every concept C,

[[CI]]
�

= �I n [[CI]]
+

and for all roles R, [[RI ]]
�

= �I n [[RI]]
+
. Unlike two-

valued semantics, the positive extension and the negative extension need not to

be complement of each other.

The extensions of concepts have to meet certain restrictions, designed so that

the formal semantics respects the informal meaning of concepts and roles. They

are: [[(C uD)
I
]]
+
= [[CI]]

+
\[[DI ]]

+
, [[(C uD)

I
]]
�
= [[CI]]

�
[[[DI ]]

�
, [[(C tD)

I
]]
+

= [[CI]]
+
[[[DI ]]

+
, [[(C tD)

I
]]
�
= [[CI ]]

�
\[[DI ]]

�
, [[(:C)

I
]]
+
= [[CI ]]

�
, [[(:C)

I
]]
�

= [[CI ]]
+
, [[(9R:C)

I
]]
+

= [[(:8R::C)
I
]]
+
, [[(9R:C)

I
]]
�

= [[(:8R::C)
I
]]
�
. It is

worth noting that the semantics for the (9) constructor is given in terms of the

(8) constructor. For it, we present two di�erent semantics:

Type A: for each d; d0 2 �I

t 2 (8R:C)
I
(d) i� 8 e 2 �I ; t 2 RI(d; e) implies t 2 CI(e)

f 2 (8R:C)
I
(d) i� 9 e 2 �I ; t 2 RI(d; e) and f 2 CI(e)

Type B: for each d; d0 2 �I

t 2 (8R:C)
I
(d) i� 8 e 2 �I ; f 2 RI(d; e) or t 2 CI(e)

f 2 (8R:C)
I
(d) i� 9 e 2 �I ; t 2 RI(d; e) and f 2 CI(e)

Notice that type B semantics is used in [23], whereas type A semantics is used

in [19].



In the following, the default will be the semantics of type A. A concept C

is equivalent to a concept D, written C �A
4 D, i� [[CI]]

+
= [[DI ]]

+
, for every

interpretation I. A concept C subsumes a concept D, written D �A
4 C, i�

[[DI ]]
+
� [[CI ]]

+
, for every interpretation I. A concept C is coherent i� there is

an interpretation I such that [[CI]]
+
6= ;.

With respect to assertions, we have the following de�nitions. An interpreta-

tion I satis�es an assertion C(a), i� t 2 CI(aI), whereas I satis�es an assertion

R(a; b) i� t 2 RI(aI ; bI). Given two ALC assertions � and �, � is equivalent to

�, written � �A
4 �, i� for every interpretation I, I satis�es � i� I satis�es

�. An interpretation I satis�es (is a model of) a knowledge base � i� I satis-

�es all assertions in �. A knowledge base � entails an assertion C(a), written

� j=A
4 C(a), i� all models of � satisfy C(a). Finally, all the above de�nitions are

given for the case of two-valued semantics and type B semantics too. In these

cases we will use �2 and �
B
4 , respectively, in place of �

A
4 . For instance, we will write

� j=B
4 C(a), if � entails C(a) with respect to type B semantics and we will write

C �2 D i� C and D are equivalent with respect to two-valued semantics.

4 Some properties of the semantics

We will not go into a detailed discussion since a detailed one can be found in

[19].

Just note that in our four-valued logic, every concept is coherent, whereas

this is not true with respect to two-valued semantics, e.g. Au:A is not a \two-

valued" coherent concept. Similarly, every knowledge base is satis�able.

As in two-valued ALC, it is easily veri�ed that D �A
4 C i� fD(a)g j=A

4 C(a),

and D �B
4 C i� fD(a)g j=B

4 C(a), where a is an individual. Therefore, in four-

valued ALC the subsumption problem can be reduced to the instance checking

problem. This property holds for all four-valued DLs we will analyse in this

paper.

Reasoning in our logic is sound with respect to two-valued semantics. In fact,

it is easily veri�ed that for all knowledge bases �, for all assertions � and for all

concepts C and D, D �A
4 C impliesD �2 C and � j=A

4 � implies � j=2 �. From

A u :A �2 B and A u :A 6�A
4 B, it follows that �A

4 ��2 and j=A
4 �j=2 hold.

In [19, 23] it has already shown that �B
4 and j=A

4 capture an interesting sub-

set of �2 and j=2, respectively. In what follows we will show which inferences,

licensed in two-valued semantics, are left out by our semantics. It is quite ob-

vious that the so-called paradoxes of logical implication, i.e. fC(a);:C(a)g j=2

D(b) and ; j=2 (C t :C)(a) do not hold in our type A and type B seman-

tics. Generally, modus ponens is not a valid inference rule in our logic, i.e.

f(C u (:C tD))(a)g 6j=A
4 D(a). But, the semantics of type A allows a restricted

form of modus ponens, called modus ponens on roles: for all concepts C and

D, for any role R, and for all individuals a; b, f(8R:C)(a); R(a; b)g j=A
4 C(b)

and (9R:C) u (8R:D) �A
4 9R:(C uD). This kind of inference is not allowed in

type B semantics. Hence, j=B
4 6=j=

A
4 and �B

4 6=�
A
4 hold. In the next section we

will see that type B semantics is weaker than type A semantics, by showing



that j=B
4 �j=

A
4 . Thus, �

B
4 ��

A
4 and j=B

4 �j=
A
4 hold. Unfortunately, the above ad-

ditional inference has a cost in terms of computational complexity. In fact, as

we will see in Section 6, checking whether � j=A
4 C(a) is harder than checking

whether � j=B
4 C(a).

Reasoning by cases does not work within our type A and type B semantics.

Consider the following knowledge base �0 = fP(p); HS(p; c1); HS(p; c2); F(c1; c2);

F(c2; c3); I(c1); :I(c3)g, where P, HS, F and I stand for Person, HasStudent,

Friend and Ill, respectively. Consider now the assertion � = (9HS:(Iu9F::I))(p).

It can be veri�ed that �0 6j=A
4 � and �0 j=2 � hold. In fact, �0 j=2 � since in

each two-valued interpretation I satisfying �0, either I(c2) is true or I(c2) is

false. On the other hand, �0 6j=A
4 � holds since it could be the case II(c2I) = ;.

That is, we are uncertain about c2's illness: we have no \relevant" information

about c2's illness. In [19] it has been shown that �0 6j=A
4 � is considered suitable

for document retrieval purposes.

It is worth noting that there is no \top" concept within type A and type B

semantics, i.e. there is no concept C such that ; j=A
4 C(a), for all individuals

a. This plays an important role in the example above. In fact, suppose that we

would admit a \top" concept > with semantics [[>I]]
+
= �I and [[>I ]]

�
= ;. If

we replace in �0 and � above, I and :I with 9R:> and 8R:A, respectively, then

it can be veri�ed that �00 j=A
4 �0 and �00 6j=B

4 �0 hold, where �00 and �0 are

the result of the substitutions. This is due to the fact that �00 j=A
4 �0 relies on

the relations I t :I �2 > and 9R:>t 8R:A �A
4 >, whereas 9R:>t 8R:A 6�B

4 >.

As we will see in Section 6, admitting a top concept changes the computational

complexity of instance checking.

5 A sequent calculus for entailment

In the following, we will assume type A semantics as the default semantics.

E�ectively deciding whether, given a knowledge base � and an assertion �,

� j=A
4 �, requires a calculus. The one we have developed is a sequent calculus

[9, 11].

The main idea behind our calculus for entailment is that in order to prove

� j=A
4 � we try to prove the \sequent" � ! �. Without loss of generality we

can restrict our attention to assertions in negation normal form (NNF), i.e. the

negation constructor can be only in front of primitive symbols4. Furthermore,

we add to the alphabets of concepts, roles and individuals another alphabet of

symbols, called variables (denoted by x and y). The alphabet of objects is the

union of the alphabets of variables and individuals (objects are denoted by v

and w). An interpretation I is extended to variables by mapping them into an

element of its domain �I.

A sequent is an expression of the form � ! �, where � = f1; : : : ; ng and

� = f�1; : : : ; �mg are �nite sets of assertions, with n + m � 1. � is called the

4 It is easy to see that every assertion can be transformed in linear time and space into

an equivalent assertion in NNF, respectively. Note that in ALC roles are already in

NNF.



antecedent and� is called the consequent. A sequent f1; : : : ; ng ! f�1; : : : ; �mg

is satis�able i� there is an interpretation I such that if I satis�es all assertions

in f1; : : : ; ng then I satis�es some assertion in f�1; : : : ; �mg. A sequent � ! �

is valid i� all interpretations satisfy � ! �. A sequent � ! � is falsi�able i�

it is not valid. Just note that � j=A
4 � i� the sequent � ! � is valid. For ease

of notation we will often omit braces and operations of set-theoretic union, thus

writing e.g. ;�; � in place of fg [� [ � .

An axiom (of type AX) is a sequent of the form �; � ! �;�. From the

de�nition it is immediate to see that all axioms are valid sequents. A sequent

calculus is based on a number of rules of inference operating on sequents. Rules

fall naturally into two categories: those operating on assertions occurring in the

antecedent, and those operating on assertions occurring in the consequent. Every

rule consists of one or two \upper" sequents called premises and of a \lower"

sequent called conclusion. The rules of the calculus for entailment with respect

to type A semantics are de�ned as follows:

(u !)
C(v);D(v);� ! �

(C uD)(v);� ! �

(! u)
� ! �;C(v) � ! �;D(v)

� ! �; (C uD)(v)

(t !)
C(v); � ! � D(v);� ! �

(C tD)(v);� ! �

(! t)
� ! �;C(v);D(v)

� ! �; (C tD)(v)

(8 !)
(8R:C)(v); R(v;w);C(w); � ! �

(8R:C)(v);R(v; w);� ! �

(! 8)
R(v; x); � ! �;D(x)

� ! �; (8R:D)(v)

(9 !)
R(v; x);C(x); � ! �

(9R:C)(v); � ! �

(! 9)
R(v;w); � ! �; (9R:C)(v); C(w)

R(v;w); � ! �; (9R:C)(v)

where x is a new variable (called also eigenvariable) and v; w are objects. Of

course, in order to prevent in�nite applications, the (8 !) rule can be applied

only if C(w) 62 � . Similarly for the (! 9) rule.

A deduction can easily be represented as a tree (growing upwards): a deduc-

tion tree is a tree whose nodes are each labelled with a sequent and in which a

sequent labelling a node may be obtained through the application of a rule of

inference to the sequents labelling their children nodes. The sequent labelling the

root of a deduction tree is called conclusion of the deduction tree5. A proof tree

is a deduction tree whose leaves are labelled with an axiom. A sequent � ! �

is provable, written � j�A
4 �, i� there is a proof tree of which it is the con-

clusion. We will write � j�B
4 � and � j�2 �, whenever the calculus refers to

axioms and rules for type B semantics and two-valued semantics, respectively.

A proof of a sequent � ! � proceeds backward, by constructing a proof tree

with root � ! � and applying the rules until each branch reaches an axiom.

For example, the proof of the valid sequent (CtD)(a); E(a)! (Eu (CtD))(a)

starts with a root node labelled (C t D)(a); E(a) ! (E u (C t D))(a), ap-

plies the (t !) rule to it, generates two new nodes labelled with the sequents

5 Trees are represented reversed, i.e. the root is at the bottom.



C(a); E(a) ! (E u (C tD))(a) and D(a); E(a) ! (E u (C tD))(a) and pro-

ceeds backward until each branch reaches an axiom. The deduction tree is shown

below.

C(a);E(a)! E(a)

C(a);E(a)! C(a);D(a)

C(a);E(a)! (C tD)(a)

C(a); E(a)! (E u (C tD))(a)

D(a); E(a)! E(a)

D(a); E(a)! C(a); D(a)

D(a); E(a)! (C tD)(a)

D(a); E(a)! (E u (C tD))(a)

(C tD)(a);E(a) ! (E u (C tD))(a)

5.1 Provability, Soundness and Completeness

As �rst, it can be veri�ed that any deduction tree is �nite. Therefore, the deduc-

tion of a sequent terminates after a �nite number of rule applications. Soundness

of the calculus, i.e. if the sequent � ! � is provable then � ! � is valid, can

easily be proven by observing that every axiom is valid and that for each of the

rules, the conclusion of a rule is valid i� all premises of the rule are valid.

Completeness is proved by means of Hintikka sets (sets of signed assertions)

[8, 9]. Let T and NT be two new symbols not appearing in any considered alpha-

bet. Signed assertions of type-a, type-b, type-c and type-d and their components

are de�ned as follows (C;D are concepts, R is a role and v; w are objects):

Type-a assertion Components Type-b assertion Components

�
a

�
a
1 �

a
2 �

b
�
b
1 �

b
2

T (C uD)(v) TC(v) TD(v) T (C tD)(v) TC(v) TD(v)

NT (C tD)(v) NTC(v) NTD(v) NT (C uD)(v) NTC(v) NTD(v)

Type-c assertion Components Type-d assertion Components

�
c

�
c
1 �

c
2 �

d
�
d
1 �

d
2

T (8R:C)(v) TR(v; w) TC(w) T (9R:C)(v) TR(v; w) TC(w)
NT (9R:C)(v) TR(v; w) NTC(w) NT (8R:C)(v) TR(v; w) NTC(w)

Let � be an assertion. Then T� and NT� are called conjugated signed asser-

tions. We de�ne then satisfaction of signed assertions as follows. Let I be an

interpretation and � an assertion. Then I satis�es T� i� I satis�es �, whereas

I satis�es NT� i� I does not satisfy �.

Let H be a set of objects. A Hintikka set S with respect to H is a set of

signed assertions such that the following conditions hold for all signed assertions

�a, �b, �c, �d of type a; b; c; d, respectively: (i) no conjugated signed primitive

assertions or conjugated signed negated primitive assertions are in S; (ii) if a

type-a assertion �a is in S, then both �a1 and �a2 are in S; (iii) if a type-b

assertion �b is in S, then either �b1 is in S or �b2 is in S; (iv) if a type-c assertion

�c is in S, then for every object w 2 H, if �c1 is in S then �c2 is in S; (v) if a

type-d assertion �d is in S, then there is at least one object w 2 H such that

both �d1 and �d2 are in S. It can easily be shown that



Lemma1. Every Hintikka set S w.r.t. a set of objects H is satis�able in an

interpretation with domain H. a

Theorem2. A sequent � ! � is valid w.r.t. type A semantics i� � j�A
4 �,

where j�A
4 is determined by axioms of type AX and the rules (u !), (! u),

(t !), (! t), (8 !), (! 8), (9 !) and (! 9). a

Proof. If there is a proof tree for � ! � then, from the correctness of the rules

we have that � ! � is valid. Otherwise, pick up a deduction tree not being a

proof tree, and which cannot be expanded any more. Therefore, there is a path

from the conclusion to a non axiom leaf of the tree. Let LHS be the union of

all assertions occurring in the left hand side of each sequent along that path

and RHS be the union of all assertions occurring in the right hand side of any

such sequent. Let S = fT� : � 2 LHSg [ fNT� : � 2 RHSg. Let H be the

set of objects appearing in S. It can be proven that S is a Hintikka set. From

Lemma 1 it follows that S is satis�able with respect to H. Since � � LHS and

� � RHS, it follows that � ! � is falsi�able. 2

With respect to type B semantics, the rules for the (8) constructor no longer

preserve validity between conclusion and premise. We can easily modify these

rules in order to obtain completeness with respect to type B semantics. In fact,

let (8s) be the rule (x is a new variable)

(8s)
(8R:C)(v); C(x); � ! �; (8R:D)(v);D(x)

(8R:C)(v); � ! �; (8R:D)(v)

It is easy to see that these rules reects the type B semantics of the (8) construc-

tor in the sense that a conclusion is valid i� its premise is valid. If we consider

the axioms and rules for type A semantics where the rules (8 !) and (! 8) are

replaced with the rule (8s), then, similarly as for Theorem 2, it can be shown

that

Theorem3. A sequent � ! � is valid w.r.t. type B semantics i� � j�B
4 �,

where j�B
4 is determined by axioms of type AX and the rules (u !), (! u),

(t !), (! t), (8s), (9 !) and (! 9). a

Since the (8s) rule is a special case of the (! 8) rule, it follows that � j�B
4 �

implies � j�A
4 �. Therefore, j=B

4 �j=
A
4 (strictness of the inclusion follows from

Section 4).

Completeness with respect to standard two-valuedALC is obtained by simply

adding the following rules to our calculus:

(: !)
� ! �;A(v)

:A(v);� ! �

(! :)
� ! �;:A(v)

A(v); � ! �

where A is a primitive concept. It is easily veri�ed that for both rules the con-

clusion is valid i� its premise is valid. Hence, validity is preserved.



Theorem4. A sequent � ! � is valid w.r.t. two-valued semantics i� � j�2 �,

where j�2 is determined by axioms of type AX and the rules (u !), (! u),

(t !), (! t), (8 !), (! 8), (9 !), (! 9), (: !) and (! :). a

It should be noted that another complete calculus with respect to two-valued se-

mantics is obtained by considering axioms (of type AX0) of the form:A(v); A(v); � !

� and only the left hand side rules. The following theorem can easily be shown.

Theorem5. Let j�02 be the derivation relation determined by axioms of type

AX 0 and the rules (u !), (t !), (8 !) and (9 !). Then

1. if C and D are two concepts, then C �2 D i� C u :D is not coherent;

2. a concept C is coherent i� the knowledge base fC(a)g is satis�able, where a

is an individual;

3. a knowledge base � is satis�able i� the sequent � ! ; is not valid;

4. a sequent � ! ; is valid i� � j�02 ;. a

Therefore, the above theorem establishes that the well known (refutation based)

constraint propagation method [25] devised for reasoning in two-valued DLs is

a special case within our framework, i.e. the decision procedure based on j�02
is exactly the same decision procedure as the standard constraint propagation

method for two-valued knowledge base satis�ability checking.

6 Computational complexity

In the following, AL is the DL with syntax rule6

C;D!>j?jAj:AjC uDj8R:Cj9R

ALE is AL plus quali�ed existential quanti�cation 9R:C. ALE�1 is the DL with

syntax rule

C;D! Aj:AjC uDj8R:Cj9R:C

and ALE�2 is ALE�1 plus unquali�ed existential quanti�cation 9R.

It is well known that the (in)coherence problem is PSPACE-complete for two-

valued ALC [25]. By adopting the same reduction technique as for two-valued

ALC, the following theorem can be shown.

Theorem6. The instance checking problem and the subsumption checking prob-

lem w.r.t. type A semantics are PSPACE-complete for ALC. a

6 The 2-valued extension of 9R is fd 2 �
I : 9d0 2 �

I such that (d; d0) 2 R
Ig. We use

? as a macro for :>.



Proof. We recall that the PSPACE-hardness of the (two-valued) coherence prob-

lem has been shown by means of a reduction of the validity problem for quanti�ed

boolean formulae [25], which is PSPACE-complete [10]. As in [25], let P:M be a

quanti�ed boolean formula, where P (the pre�x) is a sequence of quanti�cation

over boolean variables andM (the matrix) is a set of clauses (a clause is a set of

boolean variables). For instance, 8x9y:(x _:y) ^:y is a valid boolean formula,

where P = 8x9y and M = (x _ :y) ^ :y7. Consider the reduction of P:M into

the ALC concept [P:M ] = [P ]0u [C1]
0u : : :u [Cn]

0, as in [25]. It has been shown

that P:M is a valid boolean formula i� [P:M ] is coherent. Consider [P ]0 u :D,

where D = D1t : : :tD1 and Di is the NNF of :[Ci]
0. It follows that [P:M ] is in-

coherent i� [P ]u:D is incoherent i� f[P ](a)g j=2 D(a), where a is an individual.

Therefore, by completeness it follows that f[P ](a)g j=2 D(a) i� [P ](a) j�2 D(a).

It can be veri�ed that any deduction [P ](a) j�2 D(a) does not rely on the rules

(: !) and (! :). Hence, [P ](a) j�2 D(a) i� [P ](a) j�A
4 D(a). Therefore, [P:M ]

is incoherent i� f[P ](a)g j=A
4 D(a). As a consequence, instance checking is a

PSPACE-hard problem. Analogously, [P:M ] is incoherent i� [P ] �A
4 D. Hence,

subsumption checking is a PSPACE-hard problem too.

Furthermore, checking whether � j�A
4 C(a) can be done in polynomial space.

This is obtained by adopting a trace rule in place of the (9 !) rule which

is identical to the trace rule for the (9) constructor in the case of the two-

valued constraint propagation technique [25]. Therefore, instance checking is a

PSPACE-complete problemwith respect to type A semantics. Since subsumption

can be reduced to instance checking, it follows that the subsumption problem is

PSPACE-complete too. 2

This result shows that modus ponens on roles is e�ectively su�cient to get

PSPACE-hardness. Moreover, from the proof it follows that the theorem holds

for ALC without the negation constructor (:) too.

By using the same reduction as described in [7], where PSPACE-completeness

of the instance checking problem with respect to two-valued ALE is shown, it

can be veri�ed that Theorem 6 holds for the language ALE�2 too.

Theorem7. The instance checking problem w.r.t. type A semantics is PSPACE-

complete for ALE�2 . a

Similarly, by proceeding as in [5], where NP-completeness of the two-valued

subsumption problem is shown for ALE and FLE�, it can be proven that

Theorem8. Subsumption checking w.r.t. type A semantics is a NP-complete

problem for ALE�2 . a

Hence, with respect to type A semantics instance checking is strictly more di�-

cult than subsumption for ALE�2 .

By using type B semantics, modus ponens on roles is not a valid inference

rule. As a consequence we can prove that checking the falsi�ability of sequents

7 For readability, we write (x _ :y) ^ :y in place of ffx;:yg; f:ygg.



can be done in non-deterministic polynomial time. Since propositional logic is a

sub language of ALC and since it is well known that propositional tautological

entailment is a coNP-complete problem, it follows that:

Theorem9. The instance checking problem and the subsumption problem w.r.t.

type B semantics are coNP-complete for ALC. a

As noted in Section 4, type B semantics has a weaker entailment relation than

type A semantics. On the other hand, from a computational point of view the

computational complexity switches from coNP to PSPACE.

Since in certain circumstances reasoning by cases does not hold, the instance

checking problem can be even in P . Suppose that � is formed out by AL asser-

tions, and consider an assertion C(a) which is an ALE�1 assertion.

As shown in [7], the instance checking problem with respect to two-valued

semantics is coNP-hard in this case. Whereas, it can be shown that

Theorem10. Let � be formed out by AL assertions and let C be an ALE
�
1

concept. Then checking whether � j=A
4 C(a) and checking whether � j=B

4 C(a)

can be done in polynomial time. a

Proof Sketch. The proof is based on the fact that the (! 9) rule can be replaced

by the rule

(!T 9)
R(v;w); � ! �;C(w)

R(v;w); � ! �; (9R:C)(v)

and the (8s) rule (in the case of type B semantics) can be replaced by the rule

(8sT )
C(x); � ! �;D(x)

(8R:C)(v); � ! �; (8R:D)(v)

and observing that in all rules � is always empty. Therefore, the number and

the dimension of the leaves of a deduction tree, and the number of deduction

trees to be generated are bounded by the dimension of the root node. 2

It is worth noting that, from [7] it follows that whenever unquali�ed existential

concepts of type 9R are allowed to occur in C, the theorem does not hold for

type A semantics (again, we rely on the relation 9R t 9R:A �A
4 >).

Theorem11. Checking whether � j=A
4 C(a), where � is formed out by AL

assertions and C is an ALE�2 concept, is a coNP-hard problem. a

Theorem 10 is certainly a positive result, as the 9R:C construct is very useful

in the query language. This result, and in general a sequent calculus approach,

suggests a detailed investigation about the computational complexity of the in-

stance checking problem in those cases where the knowledge base language and

the query language are di�erent.



The idea of distinguishing between the knowledge base language and the

query language is certainly not new in the DL area [4, 14] and has given positive

results. We claim that the use of a sequent calculus framework could be better,

due to its intrinsic distinction between knowledge base part and query part, than

the up to now refutation based methods. As a consequence, decision procedures

based on j�2 seems to be more suitable than the (refutation based) decision

procedure based on j�02.

A practical consideration: From an inspection on proof trees with respect to

type A and type B semantics the following theorem can easily be shown8.

Theorem12. Let � ! � be a sequent. If there is no common role symbol, con-

cept symbol or object symbol between � and �, then � ! � is not provable w.r.t.

type A and type B semantics. a

Hence, suppose that at step n of a proof we are considering sequent � ! �. We

can split � into two partitions �1 and �2, where �2 is the set of assertions of

� with no concept, role and object symbols appearing in � and �1 = � n �2.

Now, �2 will be never involved in an axiom at step n + i (i � 0). That is, �2
is a subset of the irrelevant facts in � with respect to �. In fact, the following

holds: � j�A
4 � i� �1 [ �2 j�

A
4 � i� �1 j�

A
4 �. Similarly for j�B

4 . Since for huge

knowledge bases, as they are in the DL-based DR model, certainly j�2j � j�1j

holds, a signi�cant improvement of the deduction process can be obtained.

7 Conclusions

Four-valued DLs were introduced mainly for computational reasons, i.e. for de-

signing DLs with tractable subsumption algorithms. More recently, four-valued

DLs were presented in the context of multimedia document retrieval in order

both to deal with inconsistent knowledge bases and to model an entailment

relation with a avour of \relevance" between premises and conclusion. Un-

fortunately, the known subsumption algorithms for four-valued DLs, based on

\structural" subsumption, do not work with respect to type A semantics. More-

over, they are unsuitable for solving the instance checking problem, as instance

checking is more di�cult than subsumption.

We have presented an alternative calculus for reasoning in four-valued DLs

with the aim to solve the above problems. It is based on a sequent calculus solving

the instance checking problem and, thus, the subsumption problem. Moreover,

we have seen that the standard constraint propagation methods for two-valued

knowledge base satis�ability are a special case within our framework.

We have presented several complexity results with respect to type A and type

B semantics. These show that the price we must pay for a stronger four-valued

8 This theorem can be seen as a consequence of a four-valued version of Craig's inter-

polation theorem [8, 9].



semantics, i.e. of type A, than type B semantics is a worsening of the com-

putational complexity. Moreover, the complexity results show that weakening

classical semantics does generally not imply an improvement of the computa-

tional complexity. We have also presented a positive result where reasoning is

tractable for both type A and type B semantics. It suggests us to explore those

cases in which the knowledge base language di�ers from the query language. A

sequent calculus seems to be a good candidate in such cases, as it distinguishes

between assertions of the knowledge base and the query, independently of the

chosen semantics (two-valued, four-valued).
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